
“Blackheart are taking the acoustic scene by storm”

BBC RADIO

“Personal penetrating songs, a seamless inventive tapestry”

FOLKWORDS

“A great band”

ALED JONES RADIO 2

“They bring folk music bang up to date”

ALLGIGS

“Very, very talented”

BBC RADIO WALES

“Indigo, their debut album, acts as an impressive calling card”

ROCK AND REEL

“File under Magnificent”

DVD FEVER

“They started two years ago and their star has been rising ever 

since”

FOLKWORLD (GERMANY)

“Their forthcoming album looks to be a big hit and a sure-f ire 

winner”

MAVERICK MAGAZINE

“Blackheart don't sound like anyone else, rather they remind us 

why music lifts us up”

DALTON DELAN, AMERICAN PUBLIC TELEVISION

“There's no difficulty in recognising the emotions bound up in 

each song. These are personal stories, prayers, encounters and 

experiences revealed by lovingly crafted lyrics in piercingly sharp 

observations. Chrissy's vocals slide from soft breathy delicacy, 

through joyous harmony and precise control, while Richard's guitar 

talent is imaginative and inspired; and their harmonies are just 

luscious. Their debut album, Indigo showcased the skill, depth and 

range that Blackheart entwine into their songs. It also reflects the 

influences and journeys that create their unique sound. Without 

doubt their new album 'Invisible' will be an equal blend of 

perceptive personal reflections on people, places, memories and 

futures. Blackheart are going places, no question, no doubt.”

FOLKWORDS

'Indigo' is one of the finest alt.country/alt.folk albums that I've 

heard in a good while and I need to keep reminding myself that 

this isn't straight out of the heart of Austin. The opening track 

'Wonderland' sets a highwater mark for the rest of the album, 'In 

America' comes close to swamping the flood gates. Blackheart are 

starting to make waves on both sides of the Atlantic. You can hear 

why.”

FATEA MAGAZINE

“Mature lyrics, beautifully crafted arrangements and powerful 

melodies all come together to create an album that really stands 

out from the pack. Emotive issues they may be, but the way they're 

presented makes this an album that flows well and is a pleasure to 

listen to over repeated listens. Blackheart present well written 

intelligent songs that really deserve to find a wide audience in the 

UK. Very highly recommended.”

FISH RECORDS

“Blackheart are the hardest-working act on the roots music scene 

and that counts very highly. Their Indigo album should make their 

growing fan base happy. Ultra catchy music with a bit of country 

influence”

MAVERICK MAGAZINE
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